In this paper we determine numerical values to 80D of the coefficients in the Taylor series expansion T (s + x) = Eq gk(m, s)x for certain values of m and i and use these values to calculate r(p/<?) (p, q = 1, 2, . . . , 10; p < q) and min ^qT(x) to 80D. Finally, we obtain a high-precision value of the integral /ô(r(x)f ' dx.
1. Introduction. This paper traces its origin from a wish to determine highprecision values of the integrals F = /^(rfx))-1 dx and fJJ+1(r(x;))_1 dx because the distribution defined by G{x) = F_1/o(r,(0)_1 dt may be useful in reliability theory (Fransen [5] ). That can also be approximated by a weighted sum of Gamma Distributions or be seen as a special case of using the Fox //-function as a distribution (Carter and Springer [3] ). The integrals in question had not been properly studied (to our great astonishment) before. They were not even mentioned in Nielsen's book on the Gamma function [11] . The closest we came in our literature study was to a paper from 1883 by Bourguet [2] . When establishing high-precision values of the integrals Fransen [4] had to calculate the Riemann Zeta function to 80D for integer values, thereby using formulas of Katayama and Ramanujan [8] . These values might be used for many purposes: to determine the coefficients in the Taylor series expansion of Ym(s + x) for certain interesting values of m and s, the value of min;c>or(x), and many other relevant coefficients.
When carrying out the necessary multiple-precision calculation on our DEC-10 computer we have used a Simula Class HIGHPREC developed by a student, Demetre
Betsis, at the University of Stockholm. vw'fft ifte imfta/ ra/ue g0(m, s) = r™{s).
Numerical Values to 80D of the Coefficients in the Taylor
A similar result can partly be found in Nielsen's book [11] . We now apply the theorem to some special cases.
b. Special Cases. Choosing s = 1, we get g0{m, 1) = 1 and h0{l) = y, the Euler constant. Further, we then have hk{\) = Ç{k + 1), the Riemann Zeta function, for k = 1, 2, ... . The computation of values of f(fc) for even values of k is straightforward, while we use the Ramanujan formula as described in [8] to compute them in the odd case. In Table I we present these values to 80D for k up to 51.
Putting m = -1 and denoting ak+x = gk{~l, 1), we compute the coefficients using the recursion formula. In Table II we present the values of ak obtained to 80D for k up to 52. Note that ak approaches zero very fast. We prove that limfc_00afc = 0 below. We have not been able to derive an approximate expression of ak or to explain the rather irregular occurrences of plus and minus signs. Already for moderate sizes of x, however, the expansion is properly alternating. Similarly when choosing m = 1 and denoting bk+x = gk{l, 1) we get the values of bk presented in Table III . We prove also that \imk=aog2k{l, 1) = 1 and limfe="g2fc+1(l, 1) = -1 below. Finally, choosing s = 3/2, we get ~h0{s) = \¡/{s) = 2-7-2 In 2 and hk{s) = {2k+l -l)f(fc + 1) -2k+1 (see [1] ) for k = 1, 2, ... . We denote for »1 = 1, ck+i = ijffc(l, 3/2) and for m = -1, dk+x = gk{~l, 3/2), and present the License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use values of ck and dk in Tables IV and V. Note that gk{l, 3/2) « (-l)fc(2/3)fc+1 and limk=aQgk(-l, 3/2) = 0.
Some of the results presented in Tables I-V have partly been published [9] , gives f(jfc) to 70D for k = 2(1)90. The second one, [10] , includes a tabulation of ak to 70D for k = 1(1)73.
c. A Draft Proof. In the text (Section 2b) it is remarked that limfe="_k = 0
and that limk=xg2k(l, 1) = -\imk=00g2k+x{l, 1) = 1.
By using ordinary residue calculus one sees that
where the integration is carried out around \z\ = 1. We put z = e'e. Then 3. Numerical Values to 80D of Tip/q); p, q = 1, 2, . . . , 10, p < q. 
We have to calculate xfix) and (x + Vi)g{x) with a precision a little greater than 0.5 • 40~80, whereupon we invert. Therefore, we must have ]gSii-l, l)\x52 <0.5 • 10-80, |H_sl(-l,3/2)||Jt|sl<0.5
• 10-80.
The corresponding values of x are 0 < x < 0.1970 and \x\ < 0.1964. If we also allow negative values of x infix), we get -0.1908 < x < 0. We can hereby calculate the following values: The values Tip/q) where p/^ G /2 U /4 cannot be calculated in this simple way. For these missing values we use the duplication formula (3.6) r(2*)\/i =22x~lr{x)r{x + %).
The 32 values of Tip/q) appear in Table VII. b. By Elliptic Integrals. As is shown by Wrigge [14] - [16] and Glasser and Wood [7] and many others, there is a close relationship between certain values of the gamma function and the complete elliptic integral K{t). The easiest way of getting a good value of K{t) is to use the arithmetic-geometric mean M{t) (see [1] ), which will give an accurate value of K{t) to at least 80D in less than 10 steps. We have (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) *w=m-It is, e.g., known that (Fransen [4] ) By using the duplication and reflection formulas for the Gamma function (see [1] )
it is possible to get easy-to-calculate expressions for all Tip/S), p = 1, 2, . . . , 8 .
Such values are presented to 80D in [4] . Similar results hold for T(p/6) (see [7] ).
The values thus calculated agree excellently with the values calculated by the Taylor series method in a. or by other methods as presented in [6] . 4 . Numerical Values to 80D of x0 and T{x0) = minx>0T{x). Instead of minx>QT{x) we study max^níTXjc))-1 and, thereby, use the Taylor series expansion (4.1) ^-rwTS-^ftf1'^-By making a more and more refined tabulation of g{x) we managed to get a value of x0 to 37D and ofmin T{x) to 74D. In order to get a better value of x0 we studied Using the methods in Section 2 and/or some simpler recurrence relations, the coefficients gki~l, n) and gki~l, 3/2 + n) were calculated for the necessary values of n and the integration carried out. The results to 60D appear in Table VI .
To calculate /"+ '(IX*))-1 dx for n < 0 we used Eq. (5.1) valid also for n < 0. VI. The values of Q(r(x))_1 dx and f"n+ 1(T(*))_1 dx in = -10, -9, . . . , 48) to 60D.
VII. The values of Tip/q), p, q = 1, 2, . . . , 10: p < q, to 80D.
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